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About This Game

From the scenario writer of "Folklore", the critically acclaimed RPG for Playstation 3. Follow Asumi as she travels to Tokyo
alone to search for her only sister whom she has mysteriously not heard from for months. Highlighted by a genuinely intelligent

and unpredictable story, uncover a frightening truth in this dramatic and thrilling suspense mystery.

"We used to Fight As Children…
We Fought Over the TV…

I wanted to watch cartoons and you wanted to watch science programs…
In the end I’d always burst into tears…

And you’d always let me watch what I wanted…
Father was always busy…

It was always just the two of us...
We used to go to the festival every summer…

Always...together…
You smiling beside me...wearing the same yukata…

But one year we stopped going...a boy picked you up… I knew you liked that boy
I used to stand by the door watching you…

The teddy bear you gave me that one day… I still have it. I’ve been taking good care of it.
The darkness of the night is scary...it makes me more aware of how lonely I am..."
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Truly intelligent plot, by master storyteller Hidehisa Miyashita

Upgraded visuals and additional content added for Steam

Draws the player in with fear, mystery, and suspense

A well written cast of characters who you really feel for

An unpredictable story that will put you on the edge of your seat
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I purchased Disoriented on sale. I'm a fan of puzzle games and this one seemed to be right up my alley. For the sale price, I
figured it would be tough to be disappointed, and pleasantly I am not at all. Gameplay is straight forward with a gradual learning
curve. Puzzles are not exceptionally difficult, but are sufficiently rewarding. As some other reviewers have noted, it may benefit
from deeper elements, something approaching a story, purpose, or meaning. Additional puzzles beyond those included would
also be a strong selling point if included. As is though, I found the game's soundtrack to be peaceful and calming, especially in
those moments when I truly was disoriented and in need of unperturbed thought. For the price, it was a nice distraction and I
would recommend it for anyone who is a fan of the genre.. Game is simply boring. Nothing new here and the controls are
terrible! I've had a lot of trouble just finishing the tutorial. The Worms theme is nice but that's it. Not worth the asking price of
9$ CDN. Worth 1 or 2 dollars, not more.

You can configure a gamepad with this game but the graphic options are limited to 1024x768 in streched mode at best.

I haven't tried the two player mode yet but I doubt we'll have much fun with it.. Get a controller. While this game can be played
with mouse & keyboard, it is beyond frustrating (and not in a good way) to do so. This game needs to be played with a controller
to get the most out of it.

Overall, this is a great game with solid aesthetics and game play and I highly recommend getting it if you happen to have a
controller.. I really really love this game! Good music, pretty backgrounds, and easy controls. It's something you can play for
10-15 minutes and de-stress. Super great, and I can't wait to see more backgrounds and music come out. What I noticed at the
beginning was that the interface was blurry for me, but I went into options and cranked the resolution to the max and now it
looks nice and crisp. I had trouble knowing what was good and what was going to kill me, but figured it out after a few failures.
It would be nice if the bad stuff was a little more obvious, and the powerups were explained too. I still don't know what all the
powerups do, but will learn with experience. I'd recommend this game. It's super. It's easy. It's fun.. This game has a very
Intresting concept , a fine work of only 2 people who made this game some elements in the game have a very different style of
horror taste in it which is refreshing theres maybe only 1 part that maybe you do need to youtube the answer { least thats what i
did } it was a good experince i really look foward for the next update to continue the story!

May10th 2019 , Full Version of the game is out , yeah they reworked a few things , only downside is this game is really short i
was hoping for more things to do but it was slightly extended then the version i played back 4 months ago

do i recommend it? yeah if you want to play a unique style of horror game go for it its pretty good but really short. Great art
style. And the music fits very well, too. I guess turning the volume of the sounds down a little wouldn't hurt though.
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I love this game the visual and audio is stunning and the plot is craving but there is one thing wrong. I can't buy the
soudtrack.\ud83d\udd0a. Bought Wanderlust: Rebirth
Got 2 20% off cupons
Gave one to friend
He bought the game
We rekt everything

10/10 can rekt things with friends. This game looks promising!

Like the other reviews, I'm impressed by what's been acomplished here by a two man team. It's a fun little arena style game, but
in it's current form is probably no more than a quick distraction than something I could play for hours. However, that doesn't
mean that I couldn't play this for hours once it's had some of the rough edges rounded out!. Extremely fun with friends to goof
off and have a good time. This game is a piece of horse♥♥♥♥♥♥and if you play it the game will burn your eyes. ITS SOO
BAD

New arena! New visual!:

Hello Wizards! A new arena and new visuals has just been conjured and is available to everyone now. Other updates coming
soon! Enjoy and have a magical day!

. 15 Years of Wildlife Park - calls for Celebration!:
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/6826/. Sunburned...Can't Crash...But...Live Streaming!:

Sunburned?. Update information 01.24 (04/04/2019):
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Added BGM from a previous title from the DYNASTY WARRIORS series.

Added new emotes.

Added "Companion Animals", and "Guardian".

Added a bodyguard system.

Added new modes "Rampage" to the arena.

Added animals to the gallery.

Corrected a number of other minor issues.

. #18 Building Pineview:
Hello!

Over the past couple of weeks, I’ve managed to finish up the remaining dialogues and scenes, and the core of the game is now
essentially complete! As promised in the last devlog, I’ve since begun work on adding new areas to the town named Pineview.

Here’s a glimpse of one of those new areas: Aspen Street!

These areas will also be populated with NPCs to talk to, and will have observable objects that add to the lore, history and myths
of Pineview.

Another couple of days and the new areas will be finished, after which I’ll begin connecting them to the rest of the game. After
that, I’ll work on adding the diary/ journal mechanic and improving the UI!

See you next time!
-Armaan
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